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Abstract We investigate the impact of observed surface heterogeneities during the
LITFASS-2003 experiment on the convective boundary layer (CBL). Large-eddy simula-
tions (LES), driven by observed near-surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, were performed
for the diurnal cycle and compare well with observations. As in former studies of ideal-
ized one- and two-dimensional heterogeneities, secondary circulations developed that are
superimposed on the turbulent field and that partly take over the vertical transport of heat
and moisture. The secondary circulation patterns vary between local and roll-like structures,
depending on the background wind conditions. For higher background wind speeds, the flow
feels an effective surface heat-flux pattern that derives from the original pattern by stream-
wise averaging. This effective pattern generates a roll-like secondary circulation with roll axes
along the mean boundary-layer wind direction. Mainly the upstream surface conditions con-
trol the secondary circulation pattern, where the fetch increases with increasing background
wind speed. Unlike the entrainment flux that appears to be slightly decreased compared to the
homogeneously-heated CBL, the vertical flux of sensible heat appears not to be modified in
the mixed layer, while the vertical flux of latent heat shows different responses to secondary
circulations. The study illustrates that sufficient time averaging and ensemble averaging is
required to separate the heterogeneity-induced signals from the raw LES turbulence data.
This might be an important reason why experiments over heterogeneous terrain in the past
did not give any clear evidence of heterogeneity-induced effects.
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1 Introduction
Land-surface heterogeneities can be divided into topographical and land-use heterogeneities
that are widely spread over the Earth’s surface. Differences in land use represent heteroge-
neities with a high variability in vegetation, soil texture and wetness. They lead to spatial
differences in surface properties such as temperature, humidity and roughness and thus to
different surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat as well as momentum. The size of the
heterogeneities range from continental scale down to the mesoscale and microscale. In oper-
ational weather forecast models, the orography of the land surface is already considered,
being a crucial factor for the quality of the forecast. Despite the known effects of large-scale
heterogeneities such as land and sea (e.g. the land-sea breeze), it is still uncertain whether
heterogeneous land use on the mesoscale and microscale produces significant effects on the
atmospheric boundary layer and on the local weather.
In several experimental studies, e.g. LITFASS-98 (Lindenberg Inhomogeneous Ter-
rain Fluxes between Atmosphere and Surface: a long-term Study, Beyrich et al. 2002a,b),
LITFASS-2003 (Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006), the International H2O Project (Weckw-
erth et al. 2004) and SMACEX (Soil Moisture-Atmosphere Coupling Experiment, Kustas
et al. 2005), the convective boundary-layer (CBL) characteristics over a heterogeneous land
surface have been investigated. However, a heterogeneous effect could hardly be captured.
Over the past two decades, turbulence-resolving large-eddy simulations (LES) have
increasingly been used for the investigation of the interaction between surface heteroge-
neities and the CBL by resolving the bulk of the energy-containing eddies (e.g. Hechtel
et al. 1990; Hadfield et al. 1991, 1992; Shen and Leclerc 1995; Avissar and Schmidt 1998;
Gopalakrishnan and Avissar 2000; Raasch and Harbusch 2001, hereafter RH01; Letzel and
Raasch 2003; Patton et al. 2005, hereafter PSM05; Courault et al. 2007; Huang and Margulis
2009).
The earlier studies investigated small-scale heterogeneities in the order of a few hundreds
of metres with no background flow (Hechtel et al. 1990; Hadfield et al. 1991) or with back-
ground flow (Hadfield et al. 1992), but found no significant effect on the boundary-layer
structure. The later studies of Shen and Leclerc (1995) as well as RH01 used checkerboard-
like two-dimensional heterogeneities and reported that the surface heterogeneities in fact
must be at least of the size of the boundary-layer height zi to influence the boundary-layer
characteristics. The simulations of sinusoidal stripe-like one-dimensional heterogeneity by
Avissar and Schmidt (1998) showed the development of secondary circulations, but that a
background wind speed of 5 m s−1 suffices to eliminate the effect of the surface heterogene-
ity. RH01 found the secondary circulations to persist even for background wind speeds up to
7.5 m s−1 depending on the mean flow orientation relative to their checkerboard inhomoge-
neity. Letzel and Raasch (2003) found temporal oscillations in the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) for larger heterogeneity scales that led to an oscillation of the secondary circulation
magnitude. Kang (2009) also investigated these temporal oscillations and suggested that the
onset of the oscillations might be the start of a break-up process of fluctuations at the scale of
the mesoscale heterogeneity to small-scale fluctuations. Gopalakrishnan and Avissar (2000)
found that surface heterogeneities with a characteristic length scale of 5 km decrease the
vertical mixing of particles, but increase the horizontal mixing.
PSM05 used one-dimensional soil-moisture heterogeneities in their LES coupled to a soil–
vegetation–atmosphere transfer (SVAT) model, which incorporates the feedback between
secondary circulations and surface fluxes, while most other studies used prescribed surface
fluxes. They reported a dependency of the secondary circulations on the scale of the het-
erogeneity (wavelength λ), zi and the initial state of moisture. Particularly, they found that
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the strongest CBL response to the heterogeneity occurs for λ/zi between 4 and 9, owing
to the interaction of the secondary circulations and the induced surface fluxes in the SVAT
model. Furthermore, PSM05 found the secondary circulations to contribute up to 70 %
(height-dependent) to vertical fluxes. The coupled LES-SVAT study of Courault et al. (2007)
investigated the feedback of surface heat fluxes to secondary circulations, and suggested that
small-scale heterogeneities (here λ = 5 km) are able to induce secondary circulations that
lead to the horizontal transport of moisture from wet to dry areas. Courault et al. (2007)
reported a decrease in the surface sensible heat flux over the dry patch, leading to a modifica-
tion of the area-averaged surface fluxes. Liu et al. (2011) used checkerboard surface heat-flux
patterns in their LES and showed that their heterogeneity-induced circulations break-up after
a certain time, when λ/zi is small enough due to the increasing boundary-layer depth. This
can be traced back to the results of Shen and Leclerc (1995) and RH01. Liu et al. (2011)
also reported no significant impact on the profiles of temperature and the sensible heat flux.
Kang and Davis (2008) used a spatial filtering method and showed that the vertical meso-
scale transport in the presence of large-scale heterogeneities (λ = 16 km and λ = 32 km) is
negligible compared to the turbulent transport.
Until now these dependencies of secondary circulations on the background flow as well
as on the heterogeneity scale have been investigated by means of idealized one- or two-
dimensional periodic heterogeneities only. The question whether the findings mentioned
above are also valid over complex terrain, where heterogeneities of a whole range of scales
are superimposed upon each other, or whether secondary circulations develop at all, has not
been studied to date. Furthermore the question arises, how secondary circulations vary when
simulating a full diurnal cycle, in which the surface forcing as well as zi changes in time.
Some studies reported modifications of the CBL depth in such a way that the mixing layer
is deeper over warmer surface patches and thinner over colder patches (e.g. van Heerwaarden
and de Arellano 2008, hereafter HA08; Fesquet et al. 2009). The reason for the spatial var-
iation of zi in the study of HA08 was associated with rising secondary circulation updrafts
that increase the entrainment above the warm patches. Furthermore they reported changes
in the entrainment rate, but attributed this finding to differences in their model spin-up or as
an effect of horizontal averaging (Lilly 2002). Moreover, HA08 found the specific humidity
variance in the entrainment zone to be larger than under homogeneous conditions and thus
suggested that cloud formation might be enhanced over heterogeneous surfaces.
Contrary to most previous studies, Huang and Margulis (2009) recently used observed
surface fluxes from SMACEX in their LES to investigate the CBL development over irreg-
ular surface heterogeneities. They found increasing entrainment rates for increasing surface
heterogeneity scales. Nevertheless their results displayed atypical large entrainment fluxes,
whose origin was not discussed. The question of whether area-averaged vertical fluxes are
modified due to the effects of observed heterogeneous surfaces has thus not been sufficiently
clarified to date.
The present study takes a step forward by explicitly resolving the secondary circulations
over a complex non-periodic irregular heterogeneity. Effects of the repetition of the hetero-
geneity due to cyclic model boundaries are considered. A series of LES was carried out with
surface boundary conditions derived from measurements from the LITFASS-2003 exper-
iment (Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006). The experimental site (400 km2) was located to
the south-east of Berlin (Germany) and exhibited moderately heterogeneous land use as is
typically found in Central Europe, including lakes, patches of forest and several agricultural
fields. This study attempts to identify secondary circulations and their impact on the CBL
over this particular surface heterogeneity. It is found that secondary circulations are much
more complex compared to previous studies of regular heterogeneities and that it is difficult
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to relate the secondary circulation pattern to the surface heat-flux pattern. The correlation
between these patterns is analyzed. Additionally, the impact on the entrainment at the top of
the CBL and the effect on area-averaged fluxes are studied. Some preliminary results that
have been presented by Uhlenbrock et al. (2004) inspired us in large part to develop the
present study. Preliminary results have also been shown in Beyrich and Mengelkamp (2006)
and Foken et al. (2009), but are partly revised herein.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the LES model, the implementation
of irregular surface heterogeneities and the driving mechanism for the simulations as well as
the determination of secondary circulations over such complex heterogeneities. Simulation
results are presented in Sect. 3, while Sect. 4 gives a summary and a brief outlook on further
studies.
2 LES Model and Simulations Set-Up
2.1 The Parallelized LES Model PALM
The PArallelized LES Model (PALM) was used for the present study (Raasch and Etling 1998;
Raasch and Schröter 2001). All simulations were carried out using cyclic lateral boundaries,
and Monin–Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) was applied between the surface and the first
computational grid level. At the beginning of each simulation, a random generator is used to
create small perturbations of the velocity field to initiate turbulence.
PALM has been widely applied to study different flow regimes in the homogeneous
(Schröter et al. 2000) and heterogeneous heated CBL (e.g. RH01; Letzel and Raasch 2003;
Steinfeld et al. 2008), in the weakly stable boundary layer (Beare et al. 2007; Steinfeld et al.
2007) as well as under neutral conditions (Letzel et al. 2008).
2.2 Determining Secondary Circulations Above Irregular Surface Heterogeneities
In simulations of the flow over real world irregular heterogeneities, cyclic boundary con-
ditions affect the secondary circulations, because the heterogeneity-induced pattern is pe-
ridiodically repeating, which does not occur in reality. Hence, in the vicinity of horizontal
boundaries, the flow is exposed to an erroneous surface forcing, especially if the mean flow
is directed from the boundaries to the inner model domain. One method to overcome this
problem is to restrict data analysis to an inner area of the model domain that is located as far
away as possible from the horizontal boundaries. This normally requires enlarging the model
domain in order to provide so-called buffer zones around the analysis area. Within the buffer
zones, observed surface heterogeneities have to be provided as surface boundary conditions.
For increasing background wind speed, increasing buffer zones must be defined in order to
account for advection from greater distances.
Prabha et al. (2007) investigated secondary circulations over an irregular heterogene-
ity and attached 1-km wide buffer zones with a homogeneous surface, which we find to be
inadequate. Huang and Margulis (2009) simulated irregular surface heterogeneities that were
periodically horizontally repeating; this was valid for their purpose, but led to unrealistic sec-
ondary circulation patterns. The results of our sensitivity study demonstrate that the choice
of a sufficient buffer zone can avoid such systematical shortcomings. The required size of
the buffer zone increases for increasing prescribed background wind speed and can easily
reach 20 km and more. For a detailed description of the sensitivity study, see Appendix B.
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For separating the secondary circulations from the primary circulation, i.e. the random
turbulent convection, idealized studies have commonly used combined temporal and spatial
averaging (e.g. RH01; PSM05). In the case of one-dimensional heterogeneities (stripes) or
two-dimensional heterogeneities (checkerboard pattern), the flow was averaged over repeat-
ing surface patches (phase average). For complex observed heterogeneities another approach
is necessary. A phase average cannot be applied because patterns have no symmetry axis and
do not repeat. In order to simulate the diurnal cycle, as in the present study, time averaging is
also limited, because the CBL does not reach a steady state due to the changes in the surface
fluxes as well as the increase of zi in the course of a day. Instead, we thus used a combination
of time-averaging and ensemble-averaging methods (1-h time average and eight ensemble
runs). The ensemble-averaging method is described in detail in Appendix A.
By means of this ensemble-averaging method, the heterogeneity-induced part Φhi of a
quantity Φ for a fixed 1-h averaged time interval, e.g. 1200−1300 UTC, 1300−1400 UTC,
etc., can be calculated as follows:
Φhi(x, y, z, t) = ˜Φ(x, y, z, t) − 〈Φ〉(z, t), (1)
where ˜Φ and Φ represent the ensemble and the time averages, respectively, and 〈Φ〉 denotes
the horizontal mean of Φ. For the fixed averaging interval it holds that Φhi ≈ Φhi and hence
we hereafter simply omit the overbar. The separation of atmospheric variables after PSM05
can be rewritten as:
Φ(x, y, z, t) = 〈Φ〉(z, t) + Φhi(x, y, z, t) + Φs(x, y, z, t) . (2)
The small-scale part Φs is also called background turbulence (PSM05) or turbulent part,
which represents the primary circulation of randomly distributed convective plumes.
The described separation of scales in Eq. 2 can also be derived for domain- and time-
averaged vertical fluxes:
〈wΦ〉(z) = 〈w〉(z)〈Φ〉(z) + 〈whiΦhi〉(z) + 〈wsΦs〉(z) , (3)
where 〈wΦ〉 is the horizontally- and temporally-averaged total flux that can be decomposed
into a global part 〈w〉(z)〈Φ〉(z), a heterogeneity-induced part 〈whiΦhi〉(z) (hereafter 〈wΦ〉hi)
and a turbulent part 〈wsΦs〉(z) (hereafter 〈wΦ〉s). Due to cyclic boundaries and the constraint
that the equation of continuity for incompressible fluids must be valid, the horizontally-aver-
aged vertical velocity 〈w〉 in our LES is zero and thus the global part in Eq. 3 vanishes.
In order to determine the effect of surface heterogeneities on zi , we calculated a local
boundary-layer height from the local potential temperature (θ ) profile following Sullivan
et al. (1998):
zi (x, y) = z, (4)
where ∂θ(x,y,z)
∂z for given x and y is a maximum. Sullivan et al. (1998) showed that the area-
averaged zi is slightly modified compared to non-local methods. For scaling purposes, we
follow this local gradient method instead of calculating 〈zi 〉 from area-averaged profiles.
2.3 Implementation of the Surface Heterogeneity During LITFASS-2003
The LITFASS area (AL) can be divided into several land-use classes that have different char-
acteristics. The distribution of these characteristics follows the actual land-surface properties.
The map in Fig. 1 (see also Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006, Figs. 2, 3) shows the land-use
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Fig. 1 Distribution of land-use classes in AL (black box) and surroundings as used in the LES. The classes
were derived from the CORINE dataset
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Fig. 2 Time series of the prescribed fluxes of sensible and latent heat at the surface: a and b are the horizontal
mean values as they were used in the homogeneous control runs, while c and d are the particular fluxes for
different land-use classes for case LIT2E
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(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Fig. 3 Profiles of potential temperature (a, b) and specific humidity (c, d) for cases LIT2E (left) and LIT6NW
(right) in the course of the day. The LES profiles are domain- and time-averaged (black, 10-min mean), while
radiosonde data are shown by grey lines
classes for AL and the surrounding area, derived from a modified CORINE1 dataset. We
determined the heterogeneity for an area of size 70 km × 70 km, centred around AL, which
is of size 20 km × 20 km. The CORINE dataset contains 44 different land-use classes from
which 16 were found to be dominant in the greater LITFASS area. For simplification, the
classes “pastures” and “natural grasslands” were merged into the class “grass”. The forest
patches “mixed forest”, “broad-leaved forest” and “coniferous forest” as well as artificial
areas (such as settlements) were merged into the class “forest”. The latter is reasonable since
settlements exhibit similar fluxes of sensible and latent heat as well as roughness properties as
forest areas. Agricultural fields were treated as triticale/rye, since this was the dominant type
in the area. For AL itself, the tilled fields were observed during the experiment in 2003, sub-
divided into land-use classes and mapped on the CORINE dataset. The final map is shown in
Fig. 1, containing seven different land-use classes: water, wood, rape, triticale, maize, barley
and grass.
1 Abbr. “Coordinated Information on the European Environment”, published by the European Environment
Agency (http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/COR0-landcover).
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Table 1 Case definition and results of the LITFASS-2003 simulations
Case Simulation time (UTC) f f (m s−1) dd (◦) Domain (km × km) 〈zi 〉max (m)
Start End
LIT2E (May 30) 0500 1700 2.0 90 40 × 40 2200
LIT4SE (June 2) 0500 1700 4.0 113 48 × 48 3050
LIT6NW (June 13) 0430 1700 6.0 320 56 × 56 2400
LIT3SE (June 17) 0430 1700 3.2 110 48 × 48 2400
f f and dd are the prescribed geostrophic wind speed and direction, respectively. The domain size refers to




Fig. 4 Normalized profiles of the vertical kinematic heat fluxes (a–c) and moisture fluxes (d–f) for LIT2E,
LIT3SE and LIT6NW at 1300 UTC. The total fluxes (solid black lines) are plotted together with their heteroge-
neity-induced (dashed lines) and turbulent contributions (short dashed lines). Additionally the total flux from
the respective homogeneous control runs are plotted (dot-dashed lines). All fluxes have been time-averaged
over 1 h and normalized by the prescribed surface fluxes
2.4 Initialization and Forcing of the Simulations
During the LITFASS-2003 experiment, several energy balance stations as well as other mea-
surement systems, including a 99-m tower (see Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006, Table 1)
were located in the fields of different land use (see Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006, Fig. 4)
The quality assurance showed that the eddy-covariance measurements were representative
for the respective land-use class (Beyrich et al. 2006; Mauder et al. 2006). Heinemann and
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Kerschgens (2006) simulated the full experiment period with a mesoscale model and came
to the same conclusion. The surface fluxes from the local measurements were thus used as
the driving surface fluxes for all patches of the same type of land use. Local differences of
plant characteristics were not considered. The flux data were available half-hourly. To avoid
discontinuities in the model forcing, the values were linearly interpolated in time. Since
usage of a SVAT model would have required the input of several local vegetation and soil
parameters, which were not available, prescribing observed fluxes was found to be the best
approach for the simulations.
Besides the surface fluxes, the heterogeneity is characterized by a roughness length z0,
which was estimated by z0 ≈ 0.1 × crop height (after Shuttleworth et al. 1997), where the
mean crop height for the respective land-use classes was observed during the measurement
period. The canopy layer was not explicitly simulated and the flat orography in AL was
neglected.
Initial values of surface temperature and humidity were taken for each land-use class from
the measurements at the energy balance stations. Initial profiles of temperature and humidity
were derived from radiosonde data and used for the entire model domain, and the resulting
profiles were subsequently recomposed by piecewise linear segments. Since the radiosondes
did not provide data for height levels below 112 m, a linear interpolation was carried out
between the heterogeneous surface temperature (as well as humidity) and the top of the near-
surface temperature inversion in the morning hours. The top of the inversion varied for the
simulated days between 75 and 175 m and was obtained from single point measurements,
which were assumed to be representative of the entire area.
A one-dimensional version of the PALM code, with fully-parametrized turbulence using
a mixing-length approach after Blackadar (1997) and stationary temperature and humidity
profiles, was used for precursor simulations to generate steady-state wind profiles as ini-
tialization for the LES. The forcing geostrophic winds in the precursor runs (see Table 1)
were chosen such that the steady-state wind profiles were in good agreement with mea-
surements from radiosondes, a tropospheric wind profiler as well as with the 99-m tower
measurements.
2.5 Domain Sizes
As discussed in Sect. 2.2, it is compulsory to extend the model domain with buffer zones
around AL. Therefore the total horizontal model domain (x×y) varied between 40 km×40 km
and 56 km × 56 km (see Table 1). Due to this large domain and the fact that nine simulations
(eight ensemble runs, one homogeneous control run, see below) had to be carried out for each
case, a grid spacing of 100 m for the horizontal (Δx,Δy) and 50 m for the vertical direction
(Δz) was chosen in order to reduce the computational demands. About 80 grid points were
used in the vertical direction. The vertical grid was stretched well above the inversion in
order to further reduce the computational load. Within the scope of the present study, we
also simulated three high-resolution cases (homogeneous surface, heterogeneous surface,
heterogeneous surface with topography) with Δx,Δy = 20 m and Δz = 10 m to prove
that our grid resolution is sufficient to resolve the secondary circulations. In the case of the
simulations with topography, the elevation was calculated from the real terrain height plus
the height of the trees (at those areas with tall vegetation in AL). We adjusted the roughness
length for these forest areas instead of using a zero-plane displacement. The results of these
simulations showed that higher resolution or topography does not have a significant effect
on the secondary circulations.
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2.6 Case Description
The synoptic conditions have a large effect on the CBL turbulence, and we restricted our
study to almost cloud-free days with little large-scale advection. In the presence of clouds,
the incoming radiation at the surface can show a high spatial variability that is superim-
posed upon the surface heterogeneity, while an overcast sky eliminates the influence of the
land-use classes to a great extent. The effect of advection by the background flow, on the
one hand, “smears” the heterogeneity signal (this will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.4).
On the other hand, it is very difficult to account for temperature and humidity trends due to
larger-scale advection within the simulation. A weak background flow is therefore preferred.
An overview of the conditions during the LITFASS-2003 measurement period can be found
in Beyrich and Mengelkamp (2006). Four days, May 30, June 2, June 13 and June 17, were
selected according to the restrictions mentioned above, with synoptic conditions for all days
dominated by anticyclonic conditions. The selected days had minimum/maximum tempera-
tures between 13 and 29 ◦C. We simulated the diurnal cycle from the early morning until the
evening transition.
May 30 was characterized by clear skies and a geostrophic wind from the east at 2 m s−1
(hereafter also called the weak wind case, LIT2E). Figure 2a, b shows the prescribed area-
averaged turbulent surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat (H and L E , respectively) in
the course of the day. It is obvious that the Bowen ratio (B0 = H/L E) for case LIT2E
was between 3 and 4 during daytime. The sensible heat flux increased in the course of the
day up to 380 W m−2, while the latent heat flux was relatively small (≈100 W m−2) and
only showed a weakly-developed diurnal cycle. Figure 2c, d shows the measured fluxes for
the specific land-use classes for case LIT2E and reveals that the forest was the dominant
land-use class regarding the heat input into the atmosphere (up to 500 W m−2). The water
patches show no significant contribution to the sensible heat input and rather tended to take
up energy in the late afternoon. Areas tilled with triticale and barley exhibited maximum
values of H = 300 W m−2, while for grass, maize and rape, H reached 180−230 W m−2.
The largest sensible heat-flux differences were observed between water and forest, while the
tilled areas differed only slightly from each other. In contrast to the sensible heat flux, the
latent heat flux was characterized by high fluctuations during the course of day with ampli-
tudes up to 50 % of the total flux (e.g. forest areas), and mainly due to by water vapour release
events from the plants. The maximum values were within the range of 100−220 W m−2.
Summed up, the forest patches exhibited the smallest latent heat flux into the atmosphere,
due to a low availability of water vapour during a dry period of several weeks ahead of the
LITFASS-2003 experiment, while rape was associated with the highest input. An extension
of all four lateral boundaries of the model with buffer zones of 10 km was used for case
LIT2E, see Appendix B.
June 2 and June 17 (LIT4SE and LIT3SE) displayed higher geostrophic wind speeds
of 4 and 3.2 m s−1, respectively, and consequently, a buffer zone of 14 km was used. The
wind direction was similar (south-east) in both cases and the surface fluxes were comparable
to those in case LIT2E (see Fig. 2a, b). The main difference between the two cases was a
greater boundary-layer depth in the simulations (3,050 and 2,400 m for cases LIT4SE and
LIT3SE, respectively) compared to LIT2E (2,200 m). Scattered cumulus and cirrus clouds
were observed in the morning.
Due to intense precipitation on the previous days, the Bowen ratio on June 13 (LIT6NW)
was approximately one; Beyrich et al. (2006) give a detailed description of the Bowen ratio
values during the experiment. For LIT6NW a geostrophic wind speed of 6 m s−1 was pre-
scribed from the north-west. Due to the effect of advection, a buffer zone of 18 km was
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required. The overcast sky at 0500 UTC rapidly changed to only scattered cumulus and
stratocumulus clouds between 0700 and 0900 UTC.
Table 1 sums up model set-up properties, such as the prescribed geostrophic wind and
model domain size, as well as the boundary-layer height as found during the simulations.
Homogeneous control runs with a spatially-averaged but temporally-varying surface heat
flux according to Fig. 2a, b were carried out for comparison.
3 Simulation Results
3.1 Mean Profiles
The temporal development of horizontally-averaged vertical boundary-layer profiles for May
30 (LIT2E) and June 13 (LIT6NW) is shown and compared with radiosonde data in Fig. 3. The
solid black lines reflect the initial profiles used in the LES. The initial potential temperature
profile on May 30 is characterized by a near-surface inversion with a near-neutral stratified
residual layer and a capping inversion above (starting from 1,200 m). June 13 exhibits two
residual layers and displays a capping inversion at 2,100 m. This results also in a higher
CBL depth during the simulations (see Table 1). During daytime, differences in temperature
and humidity between radiosonde and the LES are found, while the height of the capping
inversion agrees very well. Differences may generally be attributed to the fact that domain-
averaged LES profiles are compared with local observations from the radiosonde. In case
LIT2E the mixed-layer temperature is overestimated by the LES by 1.5 K at 1100 UTC, while
at 1400 UTC it is slightly underestimated by 0.6 K. At the end of the simulation (1700 UTC)
both observations and LES compare very well. The humidity profiles for LIT2E show that
the LES slightly underestimated the moisture in the CBL starting from 1400 UTC. However,
the radiosonde data show a rather fluctuating humidity in the course of the day and generally
they compare well with the LES. In case LIT6NW we had to adjust the initial profiles of
temperature and humidity since clouds were observed in the early morning hours that are
clearly visible in the humidity profile starting from 900 m and which we could not account
for in the LES. The initial LES profiles were thus defined in such a way that they agree with
measurements between 0700 and 0800 UTC and at the end of the simulation. Nevertheless it
appears that, as in case LIT2E, differences in the temperature up to 1.5 K are present, while
the CBL height fits well. The humidity profiles during daytime differ by up to 1.5 g kg−1
between LES and the radiosonde measurements.
In spite of the local character of the radiosonde profiles, the temporal development and
shapes of the simulated mean vertical profiles of potential temperature and specific humidity
(q) as well as 〈zi 〉 in the course of the day compare well with observations. For LIT3SE and
LIT4SE there is an even better agreement (not shown). Hence, using the representative sur-
face-flux measurements for the different land-use classes as the surface boundary condition
seems to provide an appropriate forcing for the simulations. This is a prerequisite for any
further analysis of the simulation data.
Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of the scalar fluxes at 1300 UTC for the LITFASS sim-
ulations and the homogeneous control runs. Both the kinematic heat flux and moisture flux
display classical profiles (see e.g. Deardorff 1974; Wyngaard and Coté 1974; Stull 1988).
The entrainment flux minimum is about 20 % of the normalized surface flux. The humidity in
the boundary layer is rather dominated by the mixing of dry air from the free atmosphere into
the boundary layer. Hence, the moisture flux in the entrainment layer is two to three times
larger than the respective surface flux. We return to the scalar flux profiles later in Sect. 3.3.
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3.2 Secondary Circulations During LITFASS-2003
3.2.1 Spatial Characteristics
The ensemble averaging method (Eq. 1) allows us to determine the secondary circulation
patterns over complex surface heterogeneities for the first time. The heterogeneity-induced
vertical velocity whi is an appropriate measure for secondary circulations, since updrafts
and downdrafts span the entire boundary layer, reaching maximum values in the middle of
the boundary layer. Figure 5 shows isosurfaces of whi = ±0.3 m s−1 at 1300 UTC for all
LITFASS simulations. Please note that cases LIT4SE and LIT3SE were found to exhibit simi-
lar characteristics owing to the minor differences in the geostrophic wind speed and direction.
Hence, we hereafter often discuss results for case LIT3SE only. It is obvious from Fig. 5b, d
that the general pattern for both cases is similar. However, the specific locations of updrafts
and downdrafts change significantly even for small changes in the geostrophic wind. For case
LIT2E, the shown structures are stationary for the period 1000−1600 UTC, while the other
cases display a higher variability in time that is discussed for case LIT6NW in Sect. 3.2.2.
Most of the secondary circulation structures in case LIT2E are obviously associated with the
underlying thermal heterogeneity (see Figs. 1, 5e). Especially the water–forest discontinuities
are connected to updraft and downdraft secondary circulation branches, owing to the surface
sensible heat-flux gradients discussed in the previous section (see Fig. 2c). This contrast leads
to strong secondary circulations that indicate the underlying surface heterogeneity. The weak
background flow from the east has only a minor effect on the secondary circulation patterns.
Contrary to the forest–water discontinuities, which cause strong circulations, the heteroge-
neity-induced circulations over the agricultural dominated area are weaker and the influence
of agricultural land-use heterogeneity on the CBL can be regarded as small. One reason for
this relates to the length scale of the agricultural heterogeneities, which is often less than the
boundary-layer depth and thus does not affect the boundary-layer structure (Shen and Leclerc
1995). Overall, the vertical velocities whi exhibit typical maximum values of about 15 % of
the mixed-layer convective velocity scale w∗ (after Deardorff 1974) and hence are one order
of magnitude smaller than the randomly distributed convective updraft and downdrafts. The
secondary circulations are just a small superposition on the primary circulation.
The background flow has a stronger influence on the other three cases in such a way that
direct correlations between the secondary circulations and the surface heterogeneity are not
obvious from Fig. 5b–d, but we show in Sect. 3.4 that correlations also persist for these cases
with higher background wind speeds of 4−6 m s−1. Cases LIT4SE and LIT3SE show roll-
like structures. Case LIT6NW shows a distinct development of such long-ranged rolls all day
long, oriented parallel to the mean wind direction (Fig. 5c). The secondary circulation in case
LIT6NW appears as a more slender roll-like pattern. Only few structures develop, indicating
that the circulation strength is significantly decreased compared to the weaker wind cases
(to be discussed below). This is in agreement with the studies of Avissar and Schmidt (1998)
and RH01 who noted a damping effect of the background flow on the surface heterogeneity
signal. Both studies identified the formation of rolls over idealized heterogeneities. Moreover,
RH01 showed that, for two-dimensional heterogeneities, the formation of rolls depends on
the flow direction relative to the orientation of the heterogeneity. The present study shows
for the first time that roll-like patterns also develop over irregular heterogeneities and that
they seem to be a frequent feature for situations with higher background wind speeds.
The vertical profiles of the variance of the heterogeneity-induced velocity components




whi as well as of heterogeneity-induced temperature and humidity variations
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Fig. 5 Secondary circulations over AL (the area shown is 20 km × 20 km), determined from the LITFASS
simulations at 1300 UTC (a–d). The figure shows isosurfaces of the heterogeneity-induced vertical velocity.
The red isosurface refers to whi = 0.3 m s−1 (updrafts), the blue one to whi = −0.3 m s−1 (downdrafts). The
bottom surface displays the prescribed kinematic heat flux according to the legend (in K m s−1). e Land-use
classes as in Fig. 1 and the orientation to the numerical grid. The prescribed geostrophic wind direction is
indicated by the arrows (eye-fitted, see Table 1)
(σ 2θhi and σ 2qhi , respectively) for the four cases are shown in Fig. 6. The variance profiles of
the heterogeneity-induced temperature and humidity variations (Fig. 6c–e) show the same
characteristics as for the primary circulation in a CBL (see e.g. Stull 1988). The variance
σ 2whi increases with height to peak values in the middle of the CBL, while the peak magnitude
of σ 2whi decreases from case LIT2E (0.26 m2 s−2) to LIT6NW (0.06 m2 s−2), reflecting the
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Fig. 6 Profiles of the variances of the heterogeneity-induced potential temperature and specific humidity
variations (a, b) as well as velocity components (c–e) at 1300 UTC. The height is normalized with 〈zi 〉
relative strength of secondary circulations very well. The profiles of σ 2uhi and σ
2
vhi (uhi and
vhi refer to the velocity in the x- and y-directions, respectively) both exhibit double peaks,
a lower one close to the surface and an upper one near the top of the CBL. These peaks
are connected to the horizontal secondary circulation branches, which typically occur near
the top and the bottom of the CBL, showing that the secondary circulations span the entire
boundary layer. Similar-shaped profiles have been shown by PSM05. The variances of the
horizontal velocity components σ 2uhi and σ
2
vhi also clearly show that secondary circulations
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7 Horizontal cross-sections of the ensemble- and time-averaged zi at 1300 UTC over AL for cases LIT2E
(a) and LIT6NW (b). The values are normalized by the horizontal mean 〈˜zi 〉 (noted down just above the plots)
become weaker with increasing background wind speed. Our study shows that this effect of
the background wind speed on the secondary circulation strength, which was found in several
idealized studies before (e.g. Hadfield et al. 1992; Avissar and Schmidt 1998), also holds for
complex surface heterogeneities.
In contrast to σ 2whi , σ
2
θhi
and σ 2qhi exhibit high maxima at the top of the CBL (see Fig. 6a, b),
caused by a folding of the interface between the boundary layer and free atmosphere. The
high variances of the heterogeneity-induced temperature and humidity variations are a result
of the variations in the local boundary-layer height. The time- and ensemble-averaged zi is
shown in Fig. 7. In case LIT2E (see Fig. 7a) the large forest patches to the west and the north
of AL (high surface sensible heat flux), lead to an increase in the boundary-layer depth of up
to 13 %, while agricultural fields and lakes generally exhibit a lower ˜zi . This folding of the
inversion layer was also shown by HA08, and it is probably caused by the higher input of
sensible heat over warmer surface patches, particularly forest areas, that increases the local
boundary-layer temperature and hence ˜zi (encroachment effect, Stull 1988, Chap. 11.2). The
patterns of ˜zi are not related to the secondary circulations (see Fig. 7a, b; cf. Fig. 5a, c). Case
LIT2E shows that secondary circulations at the sharp edges of the heterogeneities (Fig. 5a, e)
correlate with the regions of sharp gradients in ˜zi , but they do not extend over the centre
of larger patches. This finding that secondary circulations develop only at sharp edges of
heterogeneities is in agreement with RH01, who have shown this effect for a discontinuous
heat-flux amplitude (cf. RH01, Fig. 4). In case LIT6NW (see Fig. 7b) the CBL is deeper in
the south-west as well as in the north-east, while lower ˜zi is found at the centre of AL. In
this case it is difficult to relate the pattern to the surface heterogeneity and the encroachment
effect because the mean flow “smears” the surface signal significantly.
Near the surface, the variance of the heterogeneity-induced temperature variations (Fig. 6a)
shows a lower secondary maximum that is generated by the heterogeneous surface sensible
heat flux, while σ 2qhi does not show this secondary peak. This proves that the variation in the
surface latent heat flux is only of minor importance to the heterogeneity-induced structures.
3.2.2 Temporal Development
The secondary circulation patterns broaden in the course of the day; (Fig. 8) e.g. shows
this broadening for case LIT6NW during the period from 1000 to 1500 UTC. This can be
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 8 Horizontal cross-sections of the vertical velocity whi over AL (the area shown is 20 km × 20 km, axes
are oriented as in Fig. 7) at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 for different times during LIT6NW. The height level is noted above
the plots
explained by the findings of Shen and Leclerc (1995) and RH01 that only those heteroge-
neities with λ/〈zi 〉 ≥ 1 are able to extend throughout the entire CBL. Since the prescribed
heterogeneities range over different scales and the boundary-layer height increases in the
course of the day (see Fig. 3), the scales that are dominantly affecting the boundary layer
also change in time. In this way, smaller scales become less and larger scales more impor-
tant, resulting in broader secondary circulation patterns. Our results clearly show that the
dependency of secondary circulations on λ/〈zi 〉 is also valid for irregularly distributed het-
erogeneities that cover a large range of scales. Hence the results of Liu et al. (2011), who
simulated the flow over two-dimensional heterogeneities with a constant wavelength λ over
several hours, can be generalized. They showed that the secondary circulations break down
after a few hours, since the boundary-layer depth increased such that λ/〈zi 〉 becomes too
small. Due to the different scales of the LITFASS heterogeneity, such a break-down does not
occur, and instead the circulation scale increases in time (broadening, see Fig. 8).
3.3 The Impact of Secondary Circulations on the Area-Averaged Vertical Transport
In order to determine the area-averaged flux 〈wΦ〉, we decomposed the total flux into heter-
ogeneity-induced and small-scale turbulent parts according to Eq. 3. In the homogeneously-
heated CBL the heterogeneity-induced part is zero and the total flux equals the turbulent
flux.
Results are provided for 1300 UTC. Figure 4 shows the mean profiles of the total fluxes
〈wθ〉 and 〈wq〉, which were discussed in Sect. 3.1. It also includes the heterogeneity-induced
and turbulent contributions to the mean flux as well as the flux from the respective homoge-
neous control runs. The heterogeneity-induced part 〈wθ〉hi has its maximum at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.3
and an entrainment minimum at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.9. The maximum value depends on the secondary
circulation strength (strongest for case LIT2E, weakest for case LIT6NW) and varies between
20 % (LIT2E) and 8 % (LIT6NW) of the total flux at the corresponding height. In general,
the turbulent part 〈wθ〉s makes up the bulk of the total flux. These qualitative results are in
agreement with the LES studies of PSM05 and HA08. Compared to the homogeneous control
runs, the absolute total fluxes in the entrainment zone are smaller in the presence of surface
heterogeneities. Figure 4 shows that the entrainment rate depends on the secondary circu-
lation strength in such a way that stronger secondary circulations decrease the entrainment
fluxes. Because Lilly (2002) has shown that the horizontal averaging process for the turbulent
flux profiles may cause misleading results in the case of heterogeneously driven boundary
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layers, we also analyzed the time series of 〈zi 〉, derived from the local temperature profiles
(Eq. 4). This methods confirms a slower growth of 〈zi 〉 in the heterogeneous cases with 〈zi 〉
about 50−100 m lower compared to the homogeneous control runs (not shown). This result is
in contrast with results from HA08, who did not find any effect of one-dimensional idealized
heterogeneities on the entrainment rate. We suppose that at the top of the mixed layer the
secondary circulations re-direct a part of the total vertical transport to horizontal transport
that decreases the entrainment rate. We are currently analyzing the entrainment modification
in detail and will address it in a follow-up paper.
Our main result is that, under the same mean surface fluxes, the total vertical transport
above homogeneous and heterogeneous surfaces differs slightly in the entrainment zone.
Compared with the homogeneous case, the turbulent transport in the heterogeneous case is
smaller in the mixed layer, but secondary circulations compensate for the difference.
As with 〈wθ〉hi, 〈wq〉hi depends on the secondary circulation strength, with its maximum
varying between 39 % (LIT2E) and 11 % (LIT6NW) of the total flux. The findings of the
present study suggest a smaller heterogeneity-induced part compared to PSM05, who found
the heterogeneity-induced part contributes the bulk of the total flux under certain conditions.
Unlike 〈wθ〉, 〈wq〉 can deviate significantly from the homogeneous control runs (Fig. 4e, f).
The maximum is located at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.8. It is decreased by 2 % in case LIT2E, compared
to the homogeneous control run, while in case LIT6NW, 〈wq〉 is increased up to 18 %. The
latter is surprising, since the total flux profile is rather expected to approach the homogeneous
control run profile, if the secondary circulation weakens. As the synoptic conditions differ
from case to case, the behaviour of the moisture flux is probably caused by different inversion
strengths and humidity levels in the free atmosphere (see e.g. Fig. 3). However, we could not
clearly identify the reasons for the behaviour of 〈wq〉. The quite large differences between
homogeneous and heterogeneous simulations of up to 18 % point out that the effect of surface
heterogeneities might be relevant for the parametrization of turbulence in numerical weather
prediction models that cannot resolve secondary circulations in the range of a few kilometres.
In contrast to former idealized studies (e.g. Chen and Avissar 1994; Lynn et al. 1995;
PSM05), who found that the secondary circulations can contribute up to 50–80 %, our inves-
tigations of the LITFASS area show a contribution up to 20 % (kinematic heat) and 39 %
(moisture).
3.4 Correlations Between the Secondary Circulations and the Surface Heterogeneity
From Fig. 5 it is evident that for all cases with higher wind speed (LIT4SE, LIT3SE, LIT6NW)
the secondary circulation structure cannot be easily related to the surface heat-flux pattern,
i.e. there seems to be no simple correlation between them. It is also evident that for these cases
the secondary circulation patterns switch to more simple roll-like patterns, compared with the
pattern of case LIT2E (Fig. 5a). In order to explain the location and strength of the roll-like
circulations, our starting hypothesis was that in cases with higher mean wind speed the air
advected over the heterogeneities “feels” only a mean surface heat flux that is the surface heat
flux averaged along its path. By this “smearing” process, the two-dimensional reduces to a
one-dimensional surface heterogeneity that varies only along the crosswind direction. The
resulting stripe-like heat-flux pattern should generate roll-like circulations with axes aligned
to the mean flow. This would be in agreement with the LES study of RH01, where the devel-
opment of roll-like secondary circulations was shown under a background wind speed of
7.5 m s−1. They showed that, for an appropriate inflow direction with respect to the heter-
ogeneity, rolls can develop owing to a stretching effect of their near-surface checkerboard
temperature pattern.
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Table 2 List of sensitivity study
cases
















For proving this hypothesis, we used a correlation analysis, where we calculated the linear
correlation between the surface kinematic heat flux and the vertical velocity, both averaged
along the direction of the roll-axis. Case LIT6NW was chosen due to the distinct roll-like sec-
ondary circulation pattern (see Fig. 5c) under a high background wind speed of 6 m s−1. The
surface kinematic heat flux and whi at a height z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 were averaged along the entire
model domain. However, path-averaging of the surface heat flux in the LITFASS cases is
problematic since the flux varies in time because of the diurnal cycle. Therefore we decided in
the first instance to use data from the buffer sensitivity simulations where the surface forcing
was constant in time (BUF606–BUF622, see Table 2). The cases differ in the buffer zone sizes
and thus the domain size varied between 28 km × 32 km and 44 km × 64 km. In contrast to
case LIT6NW, easterly winds were prescribed. Because of their different domain sizes these
cases provided different heterogeneity patterns and hence were a suitable set of simulations
with different surface properties to test our hypothesis under more idealized conditions.
We decided to perform the streamwise average over a distance of 129.6 km, which is
the distance a parcel of air travels on average during the simulation time of 6 h while it is
affected by the underlying heterogeneity. A rotation of the data fields towards the mean wind
direction was required and carried out, where the mean wind vector was calculated as the
spatial average of the horizontal velocity components at 0.5〈zi 〉 (height of the maximum of
σwhi ). The data of the original domain were extended by cyclic repetition along the horizon-
tal directions to allow for averaging over a distance of 129.6 km. The heterogeneity-induced
vertical velocity whi after 6 h (60-min average) of simulation time was used for the analysis.
Figure 9 shows an example (here case BUF614) of the rotated and extended surface heat
flux and the associated vertical velocity at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5. The rotated axes are denoted by x ′
(alongwind) and y′ (crosswind), while the sections are oriented along the mean flow, which
enters from the right side. Due to the cyclic repetition, the surface heat flux shows repeating
structures like lakes, where the lowest values (blue) can be found, or larger forest patches,
represented by higher values (red). Consequently, the secondary circulation pattern (Fig. 9a)
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Fig. 9 Horizontal cross-sections of the rotated and extended fields of whi at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 (a) and surface
sensible heat flux (b) for case BUF614
(a) (b)
Fig. 10 a Streamwise averages of vertical velocity whi at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 (blue dashed line) and the surface
sensible heat flux H (black solid line) for case BUF614 against crosswind axis y′, b correlation coefficient
between w′θ ′0 and whi against rotation angle of w′θ ′0 in relation to the mean wind
shows repeating structures as well. Anyhow, this wallpaper effect does not affect the general
result of the correlation analysis that is valid for any kind of heterogeneity pattern.
3.4.1 Streamwise-Averaged Correlations
In order to determine the relation between the secondary circulation structure and the sur-
face heat-flux pattern, we first computed the streamwise average of whi at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 and
w′θ ′0. The crosswind variation of both quantities is given in Fig. 10a (case BUF614) and
already displays a good correlation between them. From these one-dimensional series we
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then calculated the correlation coefficient 
w′θ ′0,whi
. Additionally we varied the rotation angle
of the surface heat-flux field in order to ensure that marginal changes in the rotation angle
give totally different streamwise averages that are not correlated to the secondary circulation
pattern. Figure 10b shows the correlation coefficient against different angles relative to the
mean wind direction. A well-defined peak can be found if the heat flux is streamwise aver-
aged (zero angle) with values of at least 0.4. A variation of the rotation angle of only 5◦ in
any direction decreases the correlation to values close to zero and indicates a clear statistical
relation between the secondary circulation and the streamwise-averaged surface heat flux.
The correlation coefficient at zero degree rotation increases with increasing area size and
reaches a value of 0.7 (Fig. 10b). The same correlation analysis applied to the buffer zone
cases with vg = 4 m s−1 (BUF402–BUF418) led to correlations between 0.4 and 0.6. Our
hypothesis thus seems to be valid for idealized cases with stationary heat-flux pattern.
Despite the high correlation, systematical shortcomings should be considered that arise
from the streamwise average and which are visible e.g. in Fig. 9a. Signals of rolls can be
weakened if they do not exactly align with the mean flow or if they do not range over the
entire data fields. It is obvious that the secondary circulation at a specific location can only
be influenced by the surface heat-flux distribution of a limited upstream region, or in other
words, every location has its own footprint (a common issue for turbulence measurements).
It is obvious that the size of this footprint will strongly depend on the magnitude of the
background wind speed. In Sect. 3.4.2 we will therefore determine the fetch, i.e. the length
of this secondary circulation footprint, for different background wind speeds.
We further applied the correlation analysis to case LIT6NW, where the surface heat flux
varied with time. To avoid errors in the surface heat flux and the secondary circulation pattern
by the diurnal cycle of secondary circulations and surface fluxes, we restricted the averaging
distance to the size of the model domain and used the averaged surface heat flux from 1200
to 1300 UTC as well as the secondary circulation at 1300 UTC, which implies a time average
of 1 h. The correlation calculated for LIT6NW is also large (0.48), which reveals that our
starting hypothesis provides a conclusive explanation for the observed rolls in Fig. 5.
3.4.2 Fetch Study
In this section we will extend the correlation analysis by a method to determine the fetch
of the secondary circulations. In order to study if and how the fetch depends on the back-
ground wind speed, we used the simulated cases from the sensitivity study (listed in Table 2
in Appendix B) with background wind speeds between 2 and 6 m s−1.
Instead of using streamwise averages ranging over the entire data fields, we now calcu-
lated the correlation between the local vertical velocity whi(y′) at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 at a specific
alongwind location x ′i , where y′ is the crosswind direction, and the surface kinematic heat
flux, streamwise averaged in the upwind direction between x ′i and x ′i + Δf x ′. Here, Δf x ′
is a length that varied between 1 and 100 km (see also Fig. 11). The correlation coefficient

w′θ ′0,whi
(x ′i ,Δf x ′) thus depends on both the alongwind location x ′i and Δf x ′, but not on
y′. An horizontal average over all x ′i (denoted by 〈 〉x ′ ) is calculated in order to achieve
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Fig. 11 Schematic figure of the averaging method for the determination of the fetch. The horizontal cross-
sections of the surface kinematic heat flux (left) and the vertical velocity at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 are used. The surface
heat flux is streamwise averaged over Δf x ′ = x ′2 − x ′1. The correlation coefficient is calculated from this
averaged crosswind surface heat-flux series and the crosswind series of the vertical velocity along the path at
x ′1
Fig. 12 Spatially-averaged correlation 〈
w′θ ′0,whi
〉x ′ against averaging length Δf x ′ of the surface heteroge-
neity. The solid, dot-dashed, short-dashed and dashed lines represent cases with a buffer zone of 6, 10, 14 and
18 km, respectively. The colours mark the wind speed
where x ′max varied between 42 and 100 km depending on the background wind and Nx ′ is
the number of grid points along the downwind direction.
Figure 12 shows how this correlation depends on Δf x ′. A global maximum of the cor-
relation is found for all cases and it appears that the location of the maximum correlation
is similar for equal background wind speeds. For vg = 2 m s−1, the maximum is located at
(Δf x ′)max ≈ 5 km, while for higher background winds of vg = 4 m s−1 and vg = 6 m s−1,
the maximum shifts to (Δf x ′)max ≈ 19 km and (Δf x ′)max ≈ 35 km, respectively. Since
the correlation more or less monotonically decreases beyond the maximum, we define the
position of these maxima as the fetch Δf . As expected, it is larger for higher wind speeds.
The analysis points towards a linear increase of the fetch with wind speed. It is quite evident
that the buffer zone size should ideally cover the fetch in the upstream model boundaries in
order to simulate realistic secondary circulation patterns. For our simulations we used buffer
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Fig. 13 Horizontal cross-sections of, a the effective surface sensible heat flux, b the heterogeneity-induced
vertical velocity at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 for case BUF618
zones between 10 and 18 km, which should suffice for vg = 2 m s−1 and vg = 4 m s−1. For
vg = 6 m s−1, however, buffer zones up to 35 km might be necessary.
By knowing the fetch, an effective surface sensible heat flux 〈H〉Δf can be calculated for
each horizontal location in the domain by upstream-averaging of H over the fetch (denoted
by 〈 〉Δf ). These streamwise-averaged surface heat-flux patterns reflect the upstream moving
average of the original surface heat-flux pattern. Figure 13 shows 〈H〉Δf and whi for BUF618.
The typical length scale of the 〈H〉Δf patches in alongwind direction is in agreement with
the respective length of the rolls. Furthermore the crosswind gradients in 〈H〉Δf allow us to
estimate the development of circulation structures to a high degree (see e.g. the striking rolls
in the upper part and the lower left edge of the figure). It thus should be possible to predict
the secondary circulation pattern to a considerable extent from a given surface heterogeneity
distribution and respective background flow.
4 Summary and Outlook
In the present study the CBL over a complex surface heterogeneity, observed during
LITFASS-2003, was investigated with the focus on secondary circulations and their impact
on the development of the CBL during the daytime. Four cases with varying background
wind speeds were simulated from the early morning until the evening transition. The simula-
tions were initialized and driven by surface fluxes and profiles of temperature and humidity
observed during LITFASS-2003. The cases were characterized by geostrophic wind speeds
between 2 and 6 m s−1 and maximum boundary-layer heights between 2,200 and 3,050 m.
The mean profiles of temperature and humidity in the course of the simulations showed that
the LES model was able to simulate the observed CBL development.
Particular attention was given to the development and three-dimensional structure of the
heterogeneity-induced secondary circulations. A new method was introduced in analogy to
former studies, based on a combined extensive time- and ensemble-averaging, to separate
the heterogeneity-induced secondary circulations from the randomly distributed thermal con-
vection. Furthermore, a sensitivity study showed that, in the case of irregularly distributed
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surface heterogeneities, sufficiently large buffer zones need to be defined around the analysis
domain in order to capture effects on secondary circulations from regions further upstream.
The simulated secondary circulations during the four LITFASS simulations spanned the
entire CBL and were superimposed on the randomly distributed convection. The circulation
strength was found to be typically one order of magnitude smaller than turbulence of the
primary circulation. Increasing background wind speeds tended to weaken the secondary
circulations as was previously found in idealized studies (e.g. Avissar and Schmidt 1998;
RH01). For low wind speeds of 2 m s−1 the complex secondary circulation patterns could
be directly linked to the underlying sensible heat-flux pattern. For higher wind speeds of
3−6 m s−1 roll-like structures were observed. For the latter cases, a correlation analysis
proved that the flow “feels” only the mean surface heat-flux patterns that derive from the
original patterns by averaging them in the streamwise direction. Because these effective pat-
terns are basically aligned to the direction of the mean flow, they generate roll-like secondary
circulation patterns. The patterns are found to be mainly controlled by the upstream surface
conditions. The upwind fetch of the surface heterogeneity pattern that controls the secondary
circulation was found to depend strongly on the background wind speed. Our results point
towards a linear increasing fetch with increasing wind speed. A larger fetch and thus longer
effective stripe-like surface heat-flux patches explain the elongated rolls in the simulation
with a background wind of 6 m s−1. It is shown that the secondary circulation patterns in the
simulations can be estimated by calculating the moving average of the surface heat flux in
the upstream direction.
The temporal development of the secondary circulations showed that the heterogeneity
scales, which affect the CBL, changed in time and smaller scales became less important with
increasing zi . This resulted in a broadening of the secondary circulations in the course of
the day and was associated with the dependency of secondary circulations on the ratio of the
heterogeneity scale λ to zi , which was stated for idealized heterogeneities of a single scale
in several studies (e.g. Shen and Leclerc 1995). The present study was able to show that
the known dependencies on both λ/zi and the background wind speed are also valid over
irregular surface heterogeneities, where a whole range of scales are superimposed on each
other.
The area-averaged vertical flux of sensible heat suggested that the entrainment of warm
air in the case of strong secondary circulations over irregular heterogeneous terrain is slightly
reduced compared to the homogeneous control runs. In the mixing layer, the vertical trans-
port was partly taken over by the secondary circulations and the turbulent transport was thus
found to be decreased, while the sum of both was not modified. The humidity transport was
dominated by drying-out due to high entrainment of dry air from the free atmosphere. The
latent heat flux showed different responses to secondary circulations, resulting in either a
higher or smaller total flux compared to the homogeneous simulations. The reasons for the
behaviour of the latent heat flux remain unclear, and might be the result of different conditions
in the free atmosphere, and changes in the entrainment of dry air, or an effect of horizontal
averaging.
Our simulations illustrated that the surface heterogeneity affects the boundary layer up to
the capping inversion that is also reflected in a horizontally varying boundary-layer depth.
The often discussed concept of a blending height, above which the influence of the surface
heterogeneity vanishes, thus cannot hold, at least under convective conditions and heteroge-
neity scales larger than zi . The present study already demonstrated that extensive averaging
is required to filter out the random noise of the thermal convection. Probably, turbulence
measurements from field campaigns do not provide enough data to allow for sufficient aver-
aging. This may be an important reason that experiments over heterogeneous terrain in the
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past did not give any clear evidence of heterogeneity-induced effects. We will address this
topic in a follow-up study.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Determination of Heterogeneity-Induced Secondary Circulations over
Irregular Surface Heterogeneity
In order to isolate the effect of surface heterogeneities, our starting point is the decomposi-
tion procedure described by PSM05. Adapted for irregular heterogeneities this decomposition
reads
Φ(x, y, z, t) = 〈Φ〉(z, t) + Φhi(x, y, z, t) + Φs(x, y, z, t), (6)
where 〈Φ〉 is the horizontal mean (global part) of Φ, and Φhi the heterogeneity-induced
part. Φs is the so-called background turbulence that includes the smaller-scale resolved and
subgrid-scale contributions due to the randomly distributed thermally driven primary cir-
culations. The only way to eliminate the background turbulence from Eq. 6 is to apply an
ensemble average (denoted by a tilde). This requires performing an ensemble of LESs, where
each simulation uses different initial random perturbations to trigger convection. In this way,
the spatial and temporal distributions of background turbulence are completely different in
each ensemble run, while the heterogeneity-induced motion remains the same. If the number
of ensembles N is large enough, ˜Φs will tend to zero. Then, Φhi can be calculated from the
ensemble-averaged Eq. 6, viz.
Φhi(x, y, z, t) = ˜Φ(x, y, z, t) −˜〈Φ〉(z, t) . (7)
However, the number of ensemble runs, which is required to keep the background turbulence
signal sufficiently small, was found to be much larger than our computational resources
allowed. Therefore, we decided to carry out an additional time average with fixed, non-over-
lapping time intervals (denoted by the overbar) for each ensemble run, before applying the
ensemble average. Time and ensemble averaging of Eq. 6 yields
Φhi(x, y, z, t) = ˜Φ(x, y, z, t) −˜〈Φ〉(z, t) . (8)
In order to reduce the background turbulence signal sufficiently, the averaging interval should
be at least in the order of a few convective turnaround times t∗ = 〈zi 〉/w∗ (after Deardorff
1974). On the other hand, the interval should not be too large, because the time average will
also affect the heterogeneity induced signal that varies in time. As a compromise we used an
interval of 1 h and calculated averaged quantities for time periods of e.g. 1200−1300 UTC,
1300−1400 UTC, and so forth. For large horizontal domains as used in our simulations,
the horizontally- and temporally-averaged quantities do not vary much among the different
ensemble runs, i.e.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 14 Height-, time- and ensemble-averaged and normalized variance of the vertical velocity as a function
of the number of ensemble runs N for a homogeneously-heated CBL (a), horizontal cross-sections of the
vertical velocity at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 for N = 1 (b) and N = 8 (c), time averaged over 1 h. Dark shaded regions
show areas where w > 0.08 w∗
˜〈Φ〉 
 〈Φ〉 . (9)
This holds for the first, but also higher order moments, because the mean statistical properties
of the flow are the same for all ensemble runs. The 1 h-averaged heterogeneity-induced part
Φhi can thus be calculated as
Φhi(x, y, z, t) = ˜Φ(x, y, z, t) − 〈Φ〉(z, t) . (10)
Horizontal averaging of Eq. 10 using Eq. 9 yields
〈Φhi〉 = 0, (11)
and hence, Φhi can be regarded as a heterogeneity-induced variation from the mean state.
As the number of ensemble runs is practically limited, we carried out a set of sensitivity
simulations in order to determine the required amount of ensemble runs to ensure that the
random turbulent part ˜Φs is sufficiently small. We used the horizontal variance σ 2whi , height-
averaged over the entire boundary layer (denoted by (σ 2whi)BL). The sensitivity simulations
were carried out for a homogeneously-heated stationary CBL (with vg = 6 m s−1), because
under such conditions whi and its variance should tend to zero when sufficiently averaged.
As a criterion we defined a limit of (σ 2whi)BL, normalized by the convective velocity scale
w2∗, of 0.2 %. Figure 14a shows how the ratio (σ 2whi)BL/w
2∗ asymptotically decreases with the
number of ensemble runs and the limit is reached for eight ensemble runs. A further reduction
of the background turbulence signal would require much more ensemble runs. Figure 14b,
c show horizontal cross-sections at z/〈zi 〉 = 0.5 of the 1-h time-averaged vertical velocity
for one of the ensemble runs (Fig. 14b) and the ensemble average over eight runs (Fig. 14c).
It is evident that most of the signal from background turbulence, which is still visible in the
time-averaged field, has been successfully eliminated for an additional ensemble average
over eight runs.
By means of the decomposition of the quantities in Eq. 6, the vertical flux wΦ can be
decomposed as (see also Chen and Avissar 1994):
wΦ = 〈w〉〈Φ〉 + whiΦhi + wsΦs + 〈w〉Φhi + whi〈Φ〉
+〈w〉Φs + ws〈Φ〉 + whiΦs + wsΦhi. (12)
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The heterogeneity-induced signal should not vary much within the averaging period of 1 h.
We can thus assume that Φhi ≈ Φhi. Since Φhi is also invariant to ensemble-averaging, we
can use the relation ˜Φhi ≈ Φhi. For time and ensemble averaging, the background turbulent
part tends to zero, and Eq. 12 then reduces to
˜
wΦ = ˜〈w〉〈Φ〉 + whiΦhi + ˜wsΦs + ˜〈w〉Φs + ˜ws〈Φ〉 + ˜〈w〉Φhi + whi˜〈Φ〉 . (13)
Applying the horizontal average to Eq. 13 yields
〈˜wΦ〉 = ˜〈w〉〈Φ〉 + 〈whiΦhi〉 + 〈 ˜wsΦs〉 + 〈 ˜〈w〉Φs〉 + 〈 ˜ws〈Φ〉〉 , (14)
noting that the last two terms of Eq. 13 cancel (follows from Eq. 11). As stated above, Eq. 9
holds also for higher order moments. Eq. 14 thus simplifies to
〈wΦ〉 = 〈w〉〈Φ〉 + 〈whiΦhi〉 + 〈wsΦs〉 + 〈〈w〉Φs〉 + 〈ws〈Φ〉〉 , (15)
The inter-scale terms on the right side cancel when substituting the small-scale part according
to Eq. 6 and applying common averaging rules. Hence, Eq. 15 reduces to
〈wΦ〉(z) = 〈w〉〈Φ〉(z) + 〈whiΦhi〉(z) + 〈wsΦs〉(z). (16)
Appendix B: Determination of a Sufficient Buffer Zone Size
In Sect. 2.2 we explained that irregular surface heterogeneities and cyclic horizontal model
boundaries require so-called buffer zones around the analysis area (i.e. the LITFASS domain
of 20 km × 20 km, see Fig. 1). If the buffer zones are large enough, secondary circulations in
the analysis area should not feel the effects of the cyclic boundaries anymore. We determined
the required size of the buffer zones by performing a set of simulations where the buffer size
was successively enlarged from 2 to 22 km. Since a strong dependency on the background
flow was expected, we also varied the background wind speed between 2 and 6 m s−1, flow
from the east. We used constant (in time) surface fluxes from the LITFASS experiment on
May 30 (1230–1300 UTC) instead of diurnal cycles for two reasons. One reason is that
constant fluxes generate steady-state secondary circulation structures within a short time
(compared with the time needed for runs where the diurnal cycle was simulated). For the
same reason, the initial profile of potential temperature was set with a slightly stable gradient
and capping inversion above 1,200 m. The second reason is that the secondary circulation
patterns exhibit a diurnal cycle themselves, if the flow is driven by non-stationary surface
fluxes. To derive the pure effects of the buffer zone on the secondary circulations would
be more difficult under such conditions. An overview of the set of simulations is given in
Table 2. The buffer zones for a given background wind speed were considered to be sufficient
when the secondary circulation pattern in the analysis area did not change significantly with
increasing buffer zone anymore. We explicitly compared the secondary circulation patterns
after 6-h simulation time, but we also calculated the change in the vertical velocity between
two simulations with different buffer zone size (not shown). Based on this analysis we decided
to use a buffer zone of 10 km for case LIT2E, 14 km for cases LIT3SE and LIT4SE, and
18 km for case LIT6NW. Unfortunately we did not find a suitable measure or limiting value
for a sufficient buffer zone size, but as discussed in Sect. 3.4.2, the fetch study supports our
decision.
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